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ABSTRACT 

Extensive use of data distribution systems 
imposes upon the switching facilities wide
ze.nging requirements determining their opera
tional environment. In some practical applica
tions switching systems operating in batch mode 
can be used. Though these systems are economi
cal from the viewpoint of the number of sw1tch
ing pOints, a special procedure is required for 
a control devic e to connect each input/output 
pair. The connecting procedure depends on both 
the structure and the operation mode. 

This paper deals with the swl tching networks 
having the follOwing characteristics: (1) an 
input/output division structure, (2) a limited 
number of simultaneously connected points, and 
(3) batch connecting mode. Two-, three- and 
fou~stage networks are analysed with relation 
to the number of switching points. 

These networks are provided with connecting 
procedures for a given set of input/output 
pairs. Por a two-stage network with combinato
rial unification of outputs a procedure i8 
used based on the results of the Mann-Reiser 
theorem. A three-stage network is considered 
as a two- and a single-stage networks connected 
in series. The three-stage network is capable 
to establish all the necessary connections 
using polling selection mode (for the two-stage 
part of the network) and dedicated selection 
mode (for the rest of the network). 

Finally, a four-stage network is treated as a 
composition of a three- ana a two-stage ne~ 
works, with the third stage shared. A complex 
procedure unvolved consists in-::the coupling of 
tllO subprocedures: <;>ne for the three-stage 
network with dedicated selection and the 
other for the two-stage network with polling 

selection. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A switching network 1s one of the basic compo
nents 10 data distribution systems with complex 
structures. In each particular case the strw
ture and operational behaviour of a network are 
d.etermined by the operetional environment. Swit
ching net'AOrics are determined by the operational 
environment. Sw1tching networks are widely used . 
in such areas as data transmission, computers, 
diagnosis and measurement facilities to say no-

- thing about tile traditional application of swit
ching networks in telephony. All switching net
works can be classified according to the switch
ing and selection techniques employed [1J • The 
paper deals wl th the networks operating in a 
batch swl tehing mode. 

A batch sw! tching mode [2J is characterized by 

two main features: (1) the Whole list of requests 
is known before the connec ting acti on, the re
quests being of the type: i ~X(i), i ( J , where 
i is an input number, X (i) is the correspond
ing output number and J is a set of input (out
put) nwabers; (2) there are no other connections 
at the instant of a new connecting action. This 
mode of operation is typical, say, of diagn08tic 
and automatic testing devices where a prespeci
fied program c onnec ts testing points 1D measU1'
iog and/or recording devices, and after each 
measurement all the connec ti. ons are rearranged 
in accordance with the next set of input/output 
pairs. 

This IBOde can also be used in telepho~ when 
incoming requests are first stored and then 
batch processed by tbe switchiDg network, or in 
automatic C1'OSS switching. 

There are several problems that a system desig
ner must solve when choosing the optimal struc
ture of switching networlcs and working out pro
cedures for the c onnectiug process. As the mm
ber of switching points in most cases is pro
portional to the number of constructive ele
ments of the netw:>rk, _ shall consider the 
latter to have the optimal structure if the net
work contains the minimum total. number of switch-
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1Dg points.All other things being equal, the 
networks designed to operate in a batch switch
ing mode have the minimum number ot swi tohing 
points. Economioal (as to the number of switoh
ing points) structuring of swi~hing network 
puts in the torefront the problem of the develop
ment of a connecting procedure (operational al
gorithm for a control device). Si..me most of 
data distribution systems including switching 
networks use cODlputers for data storage and 
processiDg. the latter can be employed to pro
duoe the connections in acoordance with the 
working procedure. 

A broad class of switc hing networks is charac
terized by two sets of terminals: the first 
set can be considered as inputs and the second 
one as outputs only (networks with iDput/output 
division), while D, the number of simultaneou&
ly established connections, is less than the 
auaber of both inputs and outputs. D1fferent 

strw: tures and oomec ting proc edures are con
sidered in the paper with regard to this par
tic ular case. 

2. ONE-STAGE SWITCHING NETlIPRK 

To establish connections, a one-stage switching 
network (a switch) can be used. However, if 
D( 11 and D < N~ this network is characterized 
by a certain redundancy. As tar as the connect
ing procedure is concerned. there is no diffi

culty. 

3. T9P-STAGE SWI'IDHING NETiORK 

Structure. A decrease in the number of switching 
points can be achieved using a two-stage construo
tion procedure when each stage is a square 
switch: the first one is a (M, D) - terminal 
netwo~, while the second one is a (D, N) -

terulinal network, the outputs of the first sta
ge being the inputs of the second (see Pig. 1a). 
The number of switching points is 

T21 = (M + N)D. (1) 

Purther decrease in the number of switching 
points can be achieved in the network with com
binatorial-) unification of identically denoted 
outputs (for 11 < N) or inputs (for M > N) [3J . 
The netwom is construe ted in the following 
WI!JY. Let us assume M ~ N. Then, the first stage 
is a simple switching unit with M inputs and D 
outputs. In constructing the second stage. a 
Dumber r 1.s chosen. so that r = D°-2, 

-)This term is used because the distribution 
of switching components in the network is 
determined by the number of combinations. 
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(where DO is 'the number of simultaneously estab
lisbed connecti ons in the network-), and then 
C (D, r) .) N is determined, where D is the num
ber of connecting lines between the tirst and 
the second stages (the number of inputs/outputs), 
and C(D, r) is the number of combinations ot D 

things r at a time. 

As it is shown in [3J ' r, DO, D, and N are al.l 
integers andrelations are correlated as follows: 

DO = r + 2 , 

q ~ r ~ D - 2 , (2) 

D>6, \~ . 

[ 
-3+v 1+8D J 

q :: E 2 • 
C{D, r) ~ N , 

where E [x] is the least x-containing integer. 
Thus, the choice of structural parameters of the 
switching network is fully detemined by the sys

tem of inequalities (2) tor given DO and N. 

The construction of the second stage as a (D,H)

teI!ll1na.l network is performed in the followLog 
way: a one-to-one correspondence is established 
between each output and a combination C(D,r) wlth 
r decimal nWRbers in c orrespoDd1ng combinations 
relating to the JlUIbers (from 1 to D) of inputs 
with switching elements. In essence the second 
stage is a unit .. th semi-available uniformly 
distributed switching. 

Thus, tor example, for 'the case with N :: 20, 
D :: 6, and r = 3 one of the possible combinations 
of 6 things 3 at a time is equal to 124 and cor
responds to the d1stl'ibution of switching elemeDta 
at the intersection of a g1 ven output (one from 
20 possible) and 1st, 2nd and 4th inputs (Pig.1b). 

The number of swi~hing points in this network 
is: 

T22 :: lID + Nr (3) 

~en r < D, a gain in number of swttching pOints, 
is obtained in comparison wl. th the netltOrk con

'sisting of two simple (Il. D) - and. (D, N) - teZ'
minal networks.-) 

Oozmect1.¥ procedure. Batch switching mode does 
not impose any restrictions on the two-stage net
work consistiIlg of two series-connected fullJ" 
available switching units. lor any given input/ 

output pair i -7)[{i), an idle connecting route 
is chosen whose nWlber corresponds to the output 
of the first switoh~ unit and to the input of 
the second. one. 

iiJThenetwOrk - guarantees simultaneous c onnec tion 
of aDy DO input/output pairs However, for some 
sets of input/output pairs Db can reach the 
value D. 

Hi[)The value r is usually such that r "-' D/2. 
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A switching netv.<>rk with combinatorial unifi

cation of identically denoted outputs requires 
a special connecting procedure which allows 
to eliminate possible blocking situations for 

a random selection of connecting routes. 

To describe this procedure, let us construct 
o such a (0, 1 )-matrix dimensioned D x D that 

its rows correspond to the input numbers of the 
(D, N)-tenninal network, while columns corre&-

o ' pond to the numbers of those DEN possible 
outputs which are to be switched. 1 or 0 at 
the cross of i-th row and j-th C01WDD correspOnd 

to the presence or absence respective~ of a 
switching element at this point of the network. 
During sequential choice of each input/output 
pair in the (D, N)-terminal network the row 

with the minimum sum of unities is chosen and 

then deleted (if several rows have equal sums 
of unities, any one of these rows can be chosen). 

The number of the chosen row corresponds to the 
number of the input to which one of the possible 
outputs having a unity in the row is to be con

nected. After that, the corresponding input of 

the first stage (M. D)-terminal network is 
switched to the same input. This procedure is 
based on the results of the Mann-Reiser theorem 
for a choice of a system of dif't°erent represen:

tatives from a given set. 

4. THREE-STAGE SWITCHING NmVaORK 

structure. In establishing a limited number of 

sillul taneous c onnec tions.) it is not always re
asonable to use the well-known three-~ge net-

M work in 'ib1ch the first stage contains i 

square switches dimensioned m x m t the second 
Id N 

stage - m switches dimensioned m x i and the 

third one - ! switches ~~ioned m x m with m MN 
the optimal value mO = 1ti-T. Such a network 
does not take into account the fact that it is 

possible to establish (using an appropriate 
procedure) all M or N connections simultaneous

ly, wbile it is on~ necesSB.r.r · to establish 
D <M, D<N. A three-stage switching network 
that takes account of this fact is given in 
Fig.2 [4J. The first stage of the network is 
a simple (M., D)-terminal network. the second 

stage contains m switches dimensioned 

Ex! , and the last one - ! square m x m 
JIl m 
switches. Por the optimal value of a structural 

pare.meter mO = VD. the number of switching 

points is 
T32 = MD + 2N VD. (4) 

A three-stage network fIl tb unlim1 ted number of 
simul.taneously established conn.ections and 
working in a retch swi tc hing mode bas the 
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follovdng number of switching points: 

T31 = 2 \j Am (M + N). (5) 

Connecting procedure. Yor a three-stage network 
with unlimited number of simultaneously estab
lished connections procedures have been evolved 
based on the solution 0 f a combinatorial problem 
of appointment [5J or on the integer solution of 
an incomplete system of equations [6J . Even some 
euristic procedures proposed earlier provide a 
low blocking probability, e~ecially for the 
case when D~ M and D~N. 

To define a connecting procedure for a three

stage network with limited number of simultane
ously established connections, attention is 

drawn to the fact that this network (Fig.2) can 
be treated as a simple switch and a two-stage 
network connected in series. The (M., D)-terminal 

network, which is the f~rst stage of ·the swi tch
ing network, makes alVl8;ys possible all D connec
tions for aD\Y set of input/output pairs without 
a:rr:! blocking. The second part of the network is 
meant to connect aD;1 D (DE N) outputs to any D 
inputs. Therefore, in this part of the network a 
polling selection mOde can be used when the ne
cessary outputs are m be connected with some 
free inputs. and not the dedicated selection 
mode when all input/output pairs are specified. 
In this particular case the following procedure 
was suggested [1J : 

It is necessary to connect identioall3" denoted 

inputs and outputs of the two-stage network. 
considering it independently of the first stage; 
D(DE N) outputs chosen for connections in all 

the network are numbered in succession from left 
to right and from top to bottom, while D inputs 

are numbered from top to bottom and from left to 
right. Thus we distribute D (DE N) outputs ac
cording to D connecting lines (between the first 
and the second stages) and then connect them to 

the D (D E M) required inputs of the first stage. 

In accordance wlth the procedure. the connect-
ing action starts from the side of the outputs 

and ends on the side of the inputs.In other words, 
a complex procedure is used involving several 
subprocedures different for each part of the 
network. 

5. POUR-STAGE SWITCHING NETytORK 

Structure. The four-stage switching network pro
posed in [7J provides a minillum number of switch

ing points in comparison "tb other networlcs. 
The network is constructed as follows. The 

first two stages make possible a transfer from a 

given number of M inputs to a smaller number 
of D i.nteX'Ulediate lines, and the last two sta-
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ges prod~ e a reverse transfer from a smller 
number of intermediate lines to a larger number 
of outputs N (Pig. 3). This network has ! ( ! ) 

m III 
square m x III switches in the first (fourth) stage 
and m switches dimensioned ! x E (B x !) m m m III 

in the second (third) stage. For the optimal 

choice of a str~tural parameter mO = VD, the 
number of switching points in such a network 

is 
T4 = 2 (M + li) VD (6) 

Connecting procedure. The description of the 
tou1'-stage network operational procedure 
starts with the first three stages. 

In an economical network, the structural pa
m_ter is chosen equal to mO = VD which re
sults in the following: the number of switching 
units in the second and the third stages is Vn 
and the nWllber of connecting lines between them 

is also ;G- = VD. In conseque~e this part of 
the network can be treated as a simple three
stage network, it a shuffling is made between 
the second and the third stages during the con
necting process (Fig.4 ). This manipulation 
does not increase the number of switching 
points. To establish connections in this part 
of the network, use can be made of one of the 
above mentioned procedures (5, 6) intended for 
the three-stage networks with unlimited number 
of simultaneously established connec tions. if 
the list of requests for connections between 
inputs of the initial switching network and 
the corresponding outputs of such a three-
stage network is known. The list of the requests 
for this part of the network can be obtained 
if the 3rd and 4th stages are examined. 

The second part of the complex procedure covers 
exactly the third and. the fourth stages( Fig. 'l). 
'rhe polling se l ection wode p rocedure can be used 
here (1). 

It is necessary to switch the required D (D E N) 
outputs of the switching network to any D inter
mediate lin es between the third and the fourth 
stages and then to labe 1 t he corresponding i n
puts of each s wi tch of t he third stage . These in
puts s e rve in f act as initi a l requests for con
nections to input s of t he whole network,and the 
switching i s governed by the f irst part of the 
complex procedure.However,since it 1.S necess ary to 
establish connections for all D requests, we 
can number third-stage switching un.1.ts them
selves rather than intermediate lines, using 

a cyclic order from top to bottom, and estab
lish connections for D(D E N) outputs af the net
work in succession, numbering them from left to 

right and from top to bottom. 

The same procedure with some mOdifications can 

be used for the initial switching network 
1dthout shuf'fl1Dg of connecting lines between 

the second and the third stages. Let us i~lu-
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de all first connection lines between each swit
ching Wli t of the second and the third stages in 
one group,second connection lines - in another, 
and so on, thus making up VD groups. Let us 
make up VD groups from D (DE H) outputs so 
that the first group contains first VD outputs, 
numbered from left to right and from top to bot
tom, the second group inclUdes second outputs, 
and so on. Let a group of connection linea bet
ween the second al!ld the third stages correspond 
to each output group. 

The connecting procedure being from the first 
two stages, where the polling selection mOde is 
used. It is well-known that the polling selection 
mode in a two-stage network is equivalent to the 
dedicated selection mode in a three-stage net
work. Therefore the procedures proposed in[5, 6J 
can be used. The connecting lines within each 
group are numbered in the order of increasing 
numbers of the required outputs. When both the 
outputs and lines in each group are numbered, 
the identically denoted outputs and lines vD. thin 
each group are connected using swl tc bing un1 ts 
of the third and fourth stages. 

A certain simpl1ticatlon in the control unit 
func tioning can be achieved at the cost of in
creased complexity of the switching network 
structure. If the number of permissible simul
taneous connections D is considerably less 
than M and .N,it is possible to introduce a new 
D x D square switching unit between the second 
and the third stages (however, in this case 
the network has five sta!es). To mke the lleces
sary connec tions in the first two and the last 
two stages the polling selection mode is used[~ , 
while the intermediate s1fitcbing unit prOvides 
all necessary combinati.ons in the connections of 
all D inputs/outputs. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The development of switching networks. involves 
two conflicting requirements: the minimum po&
sible number of switching points and the aimpli
city of the connec t:l. ng proc edure. The reaul ts of 
comparison of the switching networks considered 
above are given in Fig. 6. For convenience, in 

plotting the diagrams the number of outputs N 

is assUDled eqlB.l to the numb.er of inputs M and 
the number of switch1qg points corresponding 

to one input is plotted as ordinate. Curves of 
the diagrams are numbered acc ording to the appro
pria te numbers of formulas used for thei r 
construction. It can be easily seen that the 
four-stage switching network [6J is the best 
network from the viewpoint af the number of 
switching pOints. 
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Due to the fact that there is no universal 

measure for determining the complexity of 

a connecting procedure, the fill8.l decision on 

the advantages of one network over another can 

be made only v;ith ree;ard to the control device 
(spec 1al controller or computer). Analysing 

the number of elementar.r operations in the pro
cedures for different networks ranging from a 

simple switching unit to a fou~stage switch

ing network with limited number of simultaneous

ly established c ozmec tiollS, it can be noted 

tha t the dec rea se in tbe number of switching 

points results in the growing complexity of the 
connecting procedure • 
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